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to serve the new island or peninsula? The

answer is yes, perhaps more than one. Sre

Figures I and 2. Do these receptacles need

GFCI protection? The answer is again yes.

This is new work and it should comply with
the current standards.

The remodel entails new countertops and

perhaps new doors and drawer fronts. Should

additional receptacles be installed to comply

with current kitchen countertop receptacle

spacing standards? The \Word believes that
adding receptacles is the smart move, but
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Kitchen Remodeling

By BRUCE BARKER, Acl

O NC E AGAIN, The \Word invites you to travel

into the dark realm of subjects that are some-

times misunderstood by home inspectors. The
\Word hopes you will find this trip informative

and maybe a little entertaining.

The tVord's subject this month is kitchen

remodeling. The \Word finds this subject inter-

esting because remodeling provides so many of
the creative deficiencies that we find every day

during our inspections and because kitchen

remodeling is so popular.
Remember when reading all The \Word col-

umns that we're discussing general principles.

Something you see in the field isn't always

wrong just because it doesn't comply with a

general principle. Local building codes and

their interpretations, manufacturer's instruc-
tions and engineered designs trump general

principles.

New standards, old homes
Knowing when to apply new standards in old

homes is a challenge. Here are some general

guidelines, provided with the previous caveat

that local rules and interpretations will vary.

One usually does not need to upgrade

existing systems and components (referred

to as work) to current standards, but there

are exceptions. The existing work must be

legal. Existing work that fails to comply with
previous standards or with manufacturer's

installation instructions is not legal work, is

not grandfathered, and therefore is deficient.

Exceptions also exist that require upgrading

smoke and carbon monoxide alarms to current

standards when remodeling requires a permir.

A permit is usually required for any structural

work and for work involvins electrical, HVAC

and plumbing systems except

for minor repairs. Interpreta-

tior-r and enforcement of the

alarm upgrade provision varies

widely.
New work should comply

with the (current) standards in
effect when the work was per-

formed, regardless of the age of
any affected existing work and

regardless of whether or not a

permit was issued. Alterations to,

extensions of,, and repair ofexist-

ing work also should comply
with current standards. This

new work ptovision is important

and often is ignored.

One usually does not need

to upgrade any existing work
affected by the new work,
alterations or repairs unless the

existingwork is unsafe or unless

the building's perFormance is

degraded. This unsale provision

also is important and may provide

the rationale ltor recommending

compl iance with current standards.

The challenges with these guidelines are

to determine where the existing work ends

and the new or modified work begins, and to

make a judgment call about when and if the

existing work is unsafe. This makes for some

interesting situations as we'll see in some of
the following examples.

Kitchen remodeling electrical issues
A new island or peninsula countertop is added

to a kitchen. Should a receptacle be installed

Figure 1
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exterior termination point. The exhaust system

also should be equipped with a damper. Most
externally exhausted microwaves come with
a damper module. This damper module fre-

quently is omitted or improperly installed.

\flhen yoii test the exhaust fan, check for
airflow between the top of the microwave and

the wall cabinet, at the recirculation exhaust

opening and at the hole where the power cord

penetrates the wall cabinet floor. If it seems

as though there's an excessive amount of air
flowing, there may be a problem. The damper

module or the damper at the exterior termina-

tion cap may be stuck shut causing the air to

flow back into the kitchen. The damper module

may have been removed during installation
causing part ofthe exhaust to blow into the

space between the microwave and the cabinet

bottom. Over time, grease could collect on

the wood cabiner and ignite.

Heret one more potential problem when
installing a microwave where a rangc hood

used to be. The distance between the cookins

surface and the microwave can get quite small,

sometimes 14 inches or less. A low-hanging

microwave makes it difficult to see the back

ofthe cooking unit and to see the controls.
This small space makes cooking inconve-

nient at best and possibly dangerous at worst.
The \ford likes to cook and would find this

situation very annoying, so he likes to make

clients aware oflow-hanging microwaves. The

\ford also recommends confirming that the
microwave has been installed according to

manufacturer's instructions. Most standard

microwave installation instructions require at

Ieast 30 inches between the cooking surface

and the cabinet.

More about kitchen exhaust systems
You may be surprised to learn, as The tWord

was, that one might be permitted to install a

surface-cooking appliance without any type of
range hood, downdraft system or other form
ofexhaust fan. The absence ofsome type of
range hood or kitchen exhaust system is very

poor practice and is not recommended by
some current standards. It's also contrary to
client expectations, so The \flord points out
this absence. Absence ofan externally ducted
kitchen exhaust system is particularly important

to Asian and Middle Eastern clients who cook
using curry and other pungent spices.

Now, if a range hood is installed, it should

be exhausted outdoors, not to the attic or the

crawlspace. The exception allows for a recircu-

lating range hood ifnatural or mechanical ven-

tilation is provided. Natural ventilation means

awindow in or near the kitchen. Mechanical

ventilation means a whole-house ventilation
system such as an Energy Recovery Ventila-

tion system, a Heat Recovery Ventilation
system or a duct that supplies outside air to
the HVAC return. Given these exceptions,

a recirculating range hood almost always is

permitted; however, best practice says that
all kitchens (and bathrooms for that matter)

should have some means to removc moisturc

from the room. After all, how many people

open a window in the middle of winter?

The bottom line
Homeowners and house flippers love to remodel

kitchens. tVhy not? It's one of the best bangs

for the remodeling buck. Kitchen remodeling

deficiencies, whether done through ignorance

or carelessness, are quite common. Identify-
ing and reporting these deficiencies is a good
service to our clients.

Memo to the gods of remodeling: The \flord
does not reside on Mt. Olympus (just at its

base) and welcomes other viewpoints. Send

your lightning bolts or emails to Bruce@

DreamHomeConsultants.com. The thoughts

contained herein are those ofThe Vord. They

are not ASHI standards or policies. I

Bruce Barker operates Dream

Home Consultants. He has

been building and inspecting

homes since 1987. He is the

author of "Everybody's Building Code" and

currently serves as chair of the ASHI Standards

Committee. Bruce will be presenting a session

called "Code Quiz" at lnspectionworld

Las Vegas, in which the audience will be

encouraged to actively participate and have

some fun. To read more of Barker's articles,

go to www.dreamhomeconsultants.com.

Reasons to Inspect

/ E&O and General Liability Insurance with no deductible
and no co-pay

/ Comprehensive benefits package for you and your family

{ Full Service Customer Support & Scheduling Center

/ Company paid association, licensing and educational expenses

Contact our Hiring/Acquisition Department to see how our 24 years

of experience can benefit you. Call 0r email to find out more!

866-366-8939 | LTaylor@bpgwi.com
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Y Marketinq and Business Development
increasin[ your lnspection Bookings
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